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YOUNG POETS WRITE AGAIN

As Canada becomes embroiled in a foreign war, was there
ever a time when we needed to think more deeply about
peace?
The 8th Youth Peace-Poem Competition is underway.
Once again, local judges will gather during May to enjoy poems about peace submitted by our kids. Anyone under 19
years of age can enter, in or out of school, in or out of Powell
River.
The Visual Poetry category also offers a First, Second and
Third prize. Visual peace poems should be on a page-size suface, 8.5 x 11 inches.
Our School District is providing the Grand Prizes ($$!)
and The Pearl Review will be assembling the 8th edition
of PRIPPA (Powell River International Peace Poem Anthology), a beautiful little collection of all our winners and
Honorable Mentions into a keepsake book.
The deadline for submissions is May 1. Teachers in Powell River have received kits and are asked to submit each class
collection in a separate envelope to the school’s office. Individuals can access the kit for the competition at powellriverpoetry.wordpress.com and then either deliver entries to
6799 Cranberry Street (Wolff House), email entries to mettalaw@gmail.com, or call 604.483.4940 for pick-up.
Prizes at the Class and Grade levels will be delivered to
schools in June for final assemblies. Division and Grand
Prizes will be awarded at Art in the Park during the summer
school break, when PRIPPA will also be available.
In past years some families missed out on securing a copy
of the anthology and some did not know that their children
had won a place as a published poet in the book until after
all copies were gone. The Pearl Review will supply schools
with awards and lists of winners in June. During that month
parents will have the opportunity to join The Pearl Review
as a Book Lover for $20 and pre-order a copy of the anthology (at no cost for the book; extra copies will be offered at a
discounted price).
If you’d like to join the judging team, please call 483.4940.
Hours and times are flexible; contribute one hour or ten—
the pleasure will be all yours.
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FORTHCOMING BOOKS BY LOCAL AUTHORS
Bad Law, Bad Medicine: the lost cause of fibromyalgia
Eva van Loon, LLB, MA
Fibromyalgia has been with us for a good quarter-century. Has the
tender-point assessment established in 1990 eased the passage of
trauma-triggered FMS patients through their court cases? Has van
Loon’s ground-breaking 1999 deconstruction of medical and legal
languages of causation clarified FMS cases for the courts, with more
just results for patients? Are FMS patients benefitting at all from
taking their injuries to court—or is fibromyalgia not fibromyalgia
after all but something else entirely? Fresh insights on the true nature of FMS open up a new discussion of thin-skull cases, the elusive perfect plaintiff, and the reasons patients fail to get well.
The Pack Press, www.thepackpress.com
120 pp. $19.95. June, 2015
Killing Us Softly: fibromyalgia and the sweet hereafter
Eva van Loon, LLB, MA
Intended for fellow patients, this book questions the truism, “You
can’t cure fibromyalgia”—not to mention whether FMS is actually
a condition unto itself. Celebrating patient autonomy and the patient-centered approach in dealing with auto-immune diseases like
fibromyalgia, this personal narrative began with the author’s study
of 100 women with fibromyalgia in the Nineties. Along a twisting, turning path of insights and surprises about the reality of living
in a female human body in today’s world, van Loon suggests that,
although fibromyalgia is not what it seems, it can be understood
and managed into non-existence. The bigger questions center on
the permanent damage FMS wreaks on patients, and the prospect
of succumbing to further “auto-immune diseases” about which the
medical world still seems to know too little.
The Pack Press, 6799 Cranberry St.
120 pp. $19.95. July, 2015.
The Jade Star of Athering
Book 2 of The Third Age
Katje van Loon
The gods demand blood, as Athering and Ixtepan stand pitched
against each other in war. Dusty prophecies foretell the coming of
one who will save Ixtepan and end the bloodshed: Sho-qoot-Bak.
Who is she? And will she embrace her destiny before the world is
ripped asunder?
The Pack Press, 6799 Cranberry St.
350 pp. $23.99. May, 2015.

Book Reviews
STRANGER SKIES, Katje van Loon.
The Pack Press, 2013
Buy your own copy of this young speculativefiction author’s second novel—you’ll want to read
it again while awaiting the next volume in this
series, The Borderlands Saga. Van Loon’s remarkably sure hand with language and characterization
sweeps us away to a land of unforgettable characters embroiled in a war against nature and culture,
wolves and witches. The tender love story unfolds
with delicacy; the mentorship story absorbs us as if
we ourselves were students; the backdrop story of
warring immortals provides an intriguing link to
humans’ spiritual quests on Earth. Nominated for
the James Tiptree Award, Stranger Skies appeals to
adventurers, romantics, Young Adult, LGBT, herbalists, nature lovers and most of all to friends of the
wolf. Book yourself an excellent trip. Available at
Ecossentials, Breakwater, and Wolff House. $19.95
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